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ABSTRACT  

   Current research obligations require a durable, low power, small footprint sensor for snow depth 

mensuration under extreme alpine weather conditions. Accepted low power in-situ snow depth 

sensors, such as the ultrasonic range detection sensor, are highly sensitive to TURBULENT 

PRECIPITOUS wind fields and are not well suited for Installations in remote alpine environments.  

In this study, we test a new, low power, Light Emitting Diode Detection and Ranging technology 

(LEDDAR) developed by Canadian company leddartech inc. Control and communication hardware 

was developed to interface with, as well as, remotely monitor the LEDDAR sensor. Each field 

deployed LEDDAR sensor was collocated with an sr50A ultrasonic range detection sensor at 

existing laboratory study sites in both rural and alpine regions. The leddar sensor was able to 

measure snow depth with millimeter accuracy under meteorological conditions which caused the 

sr50A to be replete with error. This new technology showed considerable promise for snow depth 

mensuration, and is currently being deployed throughout the west castle catchment Study Site in 

southern alberta. THE sensor is being tested further for applications in stream and river gauging, as 

well as bank erosion as apart of the alberta water for life initiative. 

Keywords: Environmental monitoring, sensor development, snow pack, snow depth 

BACKGROUND & RATIONALE 

The West Castle Catchment Study Site (WCCSS), a mountainous sub-basin of the Oldman River 

watershed, is a vital hydrological resource for Southern Alberta (Kienzle 2013, Petry 2010). Snow 

is more often distributed and redistributed through aeolian processes, producing high variability in 

snow depths at both large and small scales (Grunewald 2010) within the region. The undulation 

between drift accumulation and scoured snow features makes the characterization of snow depth in 

this and similar regions challenging, particularly when an in-situ solution is required. Current 

accepted methods of in-situ snow depth monitoring (Artz2010), such as ultrasonic range detection 

sensors, are only capable of measuring an average distance to surface over a conical footprint 

(Campbell 2009), the geometry of which is inversely proportional to the sensor distance to target;  

as snow depth increases, the visible area of the snow surface to be averaged decreases. Further, 

ultrasonic range sensors are highly sensitive to turbulent wind fields containing precipitation 

particles, and are not well suited for these types of environments (Varhola 2010, Ryan 2008, 

Brazenec 2005). Although other automated snow measurement technology such as snow pillow 

weigh stations and vibrating wire sensors perform better under such conditions (Galloway2006), 

they  depend upon cumbersome  and incommodious  support and peripheral  infrastructure making  
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remote deployment difficult and often expensive to achieve. Furthermore, localized wind-speed 

measurements are necessary if one is to account for gauge undercatch (Duchon 2008); increasing 

cost, payload, and installation time. Current ARTeMiS Laboratory research obligations require in-

situ snow monitoring in the remote montane, sub-alpine, and alpine zones of the WCCSS. Because 

the region regularly experiences extreme turbulent shear-force aeolian processes, as well as sub-

zero temperature fluctuations, a robust, low-power alternative to the ultrasonic ranging sensor, 

specifically the SR50A from Campbell Scientific (Campbell 2015), are being investigated. Light 

Emitting Diode Detection and Ranging (LEDDAR) is a low-power, active, 'time-of-flight' sensor 

module, originally conceived by Canadian company LeddarTech Inc. to detect vehicular traffic in 

an intersection.  LEDDAR employs a dual low-power LED array in the infrared region (940 nm) to 

illuminate a target, and sixteen independent on board photodetector elements detect the energy back-

scatter.  At 940 nm a very small fraction of the energy is absorbed [Fig.1], while the remaining 

energy is reflected and refracted depending on the angle of incidence (Hecht 2001). Thus, when the 

LEDDAR is directed towards water, theoretically, a portion of the 940 nm energy emitted from the 

LEDDAR will be directed back towards the device optics allowing for liquid level and snow depth 

measurements. Precipitation particles driven through the LEDDAR field of view (FOV) via aeolian 

processes would, by this rational, be a source of significant error similar to that of the SR50. 

However, LeddarTech have embedded a proprietary “near-object discrimination'' algorithm 

designed to filter such interference in near real-time (LeddarTechInc 2014). We believe LEDDAR 

has the ability to detect snow-pack accumulation and ablation amidst turbulent wind precipitation 

fields, and report the distance to surface measurements along a transect for each of the 16 photo-

detector segments. The wavelength of the emitted energy, near-field object filter algorithm, low-

power consumption, and point style measurements poise LEDDAR as a potential alternative to an 

ultrasonic ranging solution. 

OBJECTIVES 

Our chief objective was to determine whether LEDDAR is a suitable technology for monitoring 

snow pack depth and surface topography in harsh sub-zero (Celsius) alpine environments over 

rugged terrain. Specifically, we aim to answer the following questions, nested within the four 

evaluation criteria. 

1) Durability 

 Can the unit withstand extreme alpine weather conditions? 

2) Stability 

 What is the error in the distance to surface measurements? 

 Does the presence of near-field frozen and non-frozen precipitation particles increase 

the measurement error? 

3) Drift 

 Is the error temporally consistent? 

4) Meteorological Correlation 

 How does the LEDDAR perform in remote alpine regions under extreme 

meteorological conditions, and is it capable of measuring snow depth?  
 

 
Figure 1. Absorption spectrum of liquid water across a wide wavelength range (Hecht 2001). 
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SENSOR, COMMUNICATION, DATA LOGGING & CONTROL HARDWARE 

 
LEDDAR is a low power, active time-of-flight remote sensing technology which emits diffuse 

electromagnetic energy in the infrared region (940 nm) to illuminate a target, while sixteen 

independent sensor elements detect the energy back-scatter. The FOV of the sensor module is 

determined by the optical assembly used to focus the energy onto the photodectector array. There 

are a variety of different lenses available providing a varying FOV ranging from 9o-95o. Because 

the LEDDAR employs dual LEDs as the source of EMR, the module requires significantly less 

power than a laser diode solution such as the SHM30 (Campbell 2015). 

 

Table 1. LEDDAR Technical Specifications 

Operating Range -40oC to +85oC 

Acquisition Sample Rate 2 ns to 160 ns 

Acquisition Frame Rate 100 Hz to 6.25 Hz 

Power Consumption 3.3VDC @ 160 mA, 5.4 VDC @ 90mA 

Resolution 10 bits to 18 bits 

Spectral response 320nm to 1100nm 

Peak Sensitivity 960 nm 

 
 
The LEDDAR is currently not a stand-alone unit, and thus requires external hardware for sensor 

control, and data acquisition and storage. Using ARM-CORTEX multi-core architecture and a 

custom Debian kernel, the team developed a peripheral hardware platform with software interface 

providing direct LEDDAR communication, remote network access, power distribution and control, 

and data storage. We decided upon the Raspberry Pi 2B+ as the main hardware platform for several 

reasons: 

 Small form factor and low power consumption for remote installations 

 Multi-core processing capabilities ensure data acquisition is not interrupted by other 

processes 

 Debian Linux OS provides built in functionality allowing for a robust User and debugging 

interface 

 On-board Ethernet, USB, HDMI, and 40 GPIO pins reduce the `time-to-deployment' by 

eliminating the need for additional peripheral hardware 

 ARM Cortex architecture allows for greater portability to other hardware solutions in the 

event of commercialization 

METHODOLOGY 

Study Sites and Installation 

The rural testing suite was carried out on the roof of the University of Lethbridge. A LEDDAR 

unit with FOV of 45 degrees was secured to the arm, such that the unit faces downward; measuring 

the distance to the membrane [Fig.2]. The LEDDAR acquisition hardware was programmed to 

collect twice per second for sixty seconds, every fifteen minutes. Data from a co-located air 

temperature probe was logged at the same interval. Data was collected from January 10 to April 

25th 2016, and grouped into three categories: Dry, Snow, and Rain (Table 2).  
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Table 2. Criteria used to categorize the 

collected LEDDAR data 

Average Daily 

Temperature 

Average Daily 

Precipitation 

Group 

T < -1o C P > 1mm Snow 

T > 2o C P > 1 mm Rain 

_ P = 0 Dry 

 

 

Complimentary meteorological data was collected from three weather stations operational in the 

Greater Lethbridge area through an online portal provided by the Ministry of Agriculture (Alberta 

Climate Information Service, 2016). 
 
 

 
 

Figure 2. Rooftop installation. The LEDDAR was mounted to a steel crossarm, which is fixed to the steel 

safety fence fastened to the roof. The red line depict the ray path of the IR back scatter. 
 
Testing of the LEDDAR under extreme alpine conditions was performed at the ARTeMiS Lab 

WCCSS. The site commonly experiences 120 km/h shear wind speeds, temperatures ± 35 °C, severe 

electrical storms, as well as snow, hail, and frozen rain. The LEDDAR hardware was fixed to the 

alpine ridge MET station installed the previous summer, and co-located with an SR50 [Fig.3]. Both 

sensors were oriented such that the lee side of a 4 m annual snow drift was partially within the field 

of view [Fig.4]. This strategic positioning ensured the sensors were subjected to wind induced snow 

deposition and erosion, as well as providing the uneven topography known to cause significant error 

in ultrasonic sensors (Ryan 2008). A Geonor T200-B vibrating wire snow accumulation sensor 

installed 50 m away from the tower was used as the control for snow accumulation. 

 

 

Figure 3. LEDDAR and SR50A collocated on the ridge MET tower. Similar to the rooftop installation. Guy 

wires were fastened to the cross arm to reduce vibration and maintain a level horizontal position. 
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Figure 4. The sensors were positioned over the lee side of an annual snow drift. Turbulent winds 

continuously scour and deposit precipitation particles within the FOV of both sensors. 

 

Software Interface & Data Collection 

An initialization routine stored in the persistent flash memory of the Raspberry Pi is executed 

when power is applied to the device. Among many low level configuration algorithms beyond the 

scope of this paper, the routine spawns three software processes which run in parallel; Watchdog, 

Data collect and Backup. The watchdog process monitors I/O devices, memory allocation, network 

communication, process IDs, as well as the inter-process signals, and attempts to recover in the 

event an error is not caught by the faulted process. An acquisition rate of once per second for a 

period of 60 seconds was chosen for three main reasons: 

1) Higher rates reduce the accuracy of the near-field object discernment algorithm 

2) Albeit a small increase, higher rates require more power.  

3) Lower rates may not capture the dynamic changes in the snowpack. 

We should note that a higher acquisition rate of twice per second was tested over 24 hours at the 

beginning of both the Rooftop and Ridge installations. One hundred twenty measurements were 

averaged for each of the segments, and stored along with the standard deviation from the mean. A 

standard statistical t-test proved the difference between the two sets of standard deviations to be 

negligible, and thus the preferred sixty second rate was used for the remainder of both installations. 

The period between collections was set to fifteen minutes corresponding to the rate of the CR1000 

dataloggers already installed at both rooftop and WCCSS MET stations. 

Data Processing 

Keeping in step with the open source ideology, Rstudio was chosen as the data processing 

platform. Time-series plot, Welch T-test, boxplot and linear regression analysis were used to aid in 

answering the objective questions. The outlier boundary used in the boxplots is defined as such: 

D < (25th percentile)-1.5*(Interquartile range) | D is a lower bound outlier 

D > (75th percentile)-1.5*(Interquartile range) | D is an upper bound outlier 

RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

Durability 

The LEDDAR MicroUSB communication port failed once during the rooftop data collection 

period. The problem also occurred twice during laboratory development, and therefore is not 

necessarily a function of the environment in which it was installed. LeddarTech informed us the 

USB was not meant to act as the main communication port, and the RS485 protocol is the preferred 

solution. However, time and budget constraints prevented us from implementing the RS485 

protocol, and thus we were limited to the USB interface. The device was sent to LeddarTech for 
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repair, and upon return we coated the exterior of the MicroUSB PCB port in epoxy resin.  The device 

was reinstalled as before, without any failure for the duration of the experiment.   

The main point of failure during the Alpine ridge installation was the enclosure provided by 

LeddarTech., causing two units to fail. The South-West side of the enclosure was subject to direct 

turbulent wind driven precipitation particles, believed to have penetrated the gaskets and seals of 

the enclosure. The direct incident shortwave radiation, as well as the reflected shortwave solar 

radiation off the drift caused the frozen moisture inside the enclosure to evaporate increasing the 

humidity within the enclosure. The moisture penetrated the lens assembly and condensed on the 

cooler lens surface preventing the optics from focusing the backscatter onto the sensor array. The 

excess moisture eventually caused the LEDDAR to fail electronically in the first instance, but was 

replaced early enough in the second instance to prevent electronic damage. The interface between 

the two halves of the enclosure of the third replacement unit was sealed with silicon, which 

prevented another moisture failure. Upon further inspection of the unit from the first installation we 

found the MicroUSB PCB port beginning to de-laminate. Epoxy resin was applied to the MicroUSB 

PCB port on the second and third installations as we had in the rural experiment, preventing port 

failure from reoccurring. 

Stability 

Figure 5 presents a box plot comparison of the distance to surface measurements reported by the 

rooftop LEDDAR for both dry and rainy days. As expected, precipitation events did produce more 

noise in the data, with the majority of outliers and large residuals dominating the outer segments in 

both dry and rainy conditions. The solid red line represents the distance from the LEDDAR to the 

surface, and the dashed lines represent the reported error +- 0.05 m (LeddarTech Inc. 2014).  

Although we assume the rooftop to be flat, there are in fact small wrinkles in the membrane as high 

as 3 cm. These may be responsible, at least in part, for the small variability in distance measurements 

in Figure 5. However, these undulations are smaller than the expected 5cm error and thus 

inconsequential. On some but not all precipitation events we observed the wrinkles in the membrane 

to fill with water, which explains why the boxplot profile produced by the rain data is less undulating 

than the profile under dry conditions. The similarities in the two boxplots are an indication the near-

object filter is likely an effective method in reducing noise in the data induced by near field 

precipitation.  

The failures due to deficiencies in the LEDDAR enclosure prevented the collection of an alpine 

dataset contiguous across the entire experiment. The most cohesive dataset was collected from 

March 12-23 and is represented in figure 6 by comparing three separate boxplots. The measurement 

stability is comparable to the rooftop dataset, insomuch as the range between the 25th and 75th 

percentiles are similar during precipitation events and increase slightly from nadir (segments 8,9) to 

the outer segments (1,16). The curvature is representative of the drift over which the LEDDAR was  

 

Figure. 5. Boxplot of the distance to surface measurements reported by the rooftop LEDDAR, over both 

dry and rainy days. The solid line indicates height of the sensor; 1.22m. The dashed lines indicate the error 

specified by LeddarTech; ±5mm. 
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Figure 6. Boxplot represents data from March 12-23 2016. The shape of the plot is representative of the 

snow drift over which the LEDDAR and SR50 were positioned. 

 

 

installed. The T200-B recorded 15 mm of SWE from March 13-15 which is reflected in the middle 

plot of March 20-21 by the further pronounce peak. 5 mm accumulated SWE was recorded for 

March 20, with negligible accumulation for the remaining period of March 21-23. Wind speed and 

velocity variability were significantly higher over March 22-23, which is reflected in the slightly 

larger spread in the percentile range. However, the profile between the last two plots remains 

consistent, providing further evidence the LEDDAR is not susceptible to errors engendered by near 

field precipitation. 

Drift 

A Welch two sample t-test was used to compare the first and last 100 measurements for each 

segment of the rooftop dataset. The test did not reveal significant difference in means. A boxplot 

model [Fig.7] was then used to represent data from the first and last two days of the rooftop 

experiment, and did not reveal any appreciable drift over the duration of the experiment. We were 

unable to apply the same approach to the ridge site because of the lack of data. However, using the 

strong correlation between the Geonor and the LEDDAR [Fig.10], as well as the time-series analysis 

[Fig.9] presented in the following section, it stands to reason that there was little to no drift over the 

collection period March12-23. 

 

Figure 7. The boxplot comparison of the first and last two days of the rooftop dataset does not 

reveal temporal drift in the measurements. The solid line indicates the installed height of the 

sensor; 1.22m. The dashed lines indicate the error (±5mm) specified by LeddarTech Ltd. 
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Meteorological Correlation 

There was no correlation between the LEDDAR error and temperature nor humidity. We see a 

slight increase in the percentile range during the presence of precipitation particles [Fig.5,6], 

however the filtering algorithms tend to keep this range consistent over both high and low wind 

speeds. The LEDDAR detected the accumulation and ablation of frozen precipitation on the rooftop, 

characterized by the time-series plot in figure 8. The LEDDAR detected the distance to accumulated 

and scoured snow surfaces. A normalized time-series plot over 48 hours in March was generated 

for the T200-B, LEDDAR, and SR50 [Fig.9]. During the two days the site saw 15mm (SWE) of 

precipitation, as well as wind speeds sheering from 5-100 km/h. The turbulent snow particles show 

up clearly in the SR50 data, but are not readily identifiable in the either the Geonor or LEDDAR 

datasets. The figure further shows the LEDDAR follows a very similar trend to that of the Geonor; 

further illustrated in the regression analysis in figure 10. Additionally, the boxplots in figure 6 

provide evidence of the LEDDAR detecting a topographical profile of the snow surface.  

Multiple regression analysis was performed on the Geonor, LEDDAR and SR50 datasets 

[Fig.10,11]. The Geonor data was selected by date to correspond with the LEDDAR and SR50 

datasets. The results show that the relationship between the snow accumulation reported by 

LEDDAR and Geonor are statistically significant and positively correlated, while the SR50 show 

no significant relationship to the Geonor data. 

 

 

 
Figure 8. LEDDAR segments 8 and 9 plotted with mean daily accumulated precipitation and mean daily 

wind speed collected from YQL, as well as in-situ mean daily air temperature. The left Y-axis values have 

been reversed to represent accumulated precipitation. 
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Figure 9. Snow accumulation for the SR50, LEDDAR (segment 8) and Geonor, over a 48-hour period of high 

wind velocities. We can see the LEDDAR remains fairly consistent to that of the Geonor, while the turbulent 

snow-wind field is a significant source of uncertainty. 

Figure 10. Regression analysis – Geonor and LEDDAR. 
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Figure 11. Regression analysis – Geonor and SR50. 

CONCLUSION 

The LEDDAR was able to measure the distance to surface in both experiments within the reported 

5mm error despite the presence of turbulent precipitation.  Furthermore, the 16 segments provided 

a topographical profile representative of both surfaces. The environmental enclosure provided by 

LeddarTech was not capable of preventing the infiltration of moisture in the presence wind driven 

precipitation particles and is better suited for rural applications. The silicon applied to the seams of 

the enclosure solved this issue, however a more robust solution is currently being developed. With 

the implementation of the RS45 protocol, the MicroUSB port failure has been addressed. 

Using what we learned from this experiment, we are currently preparing to include the LEDDAR 

in "a new water resource assessment framework for a sentinel system at the crown of the continent" 

(Hopkinson 2016) lead by Christopher Hopkinson of the University of Lethbridge. The LEDDAR 

will not only be included for snow pack monitoring, but as a part of the river and stream gauging 

sections of the framework. 
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